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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to
cut our ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a
Blessed Hope enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer

How Close is the Second Coming?
prophecynewswatch.com

The past year has been a wake-up call for many people. A global pandemic... Riots and social unrest
in countless nations... Fractures in the global economy... And now Israel and Hamas at war.
Everywhere you look, it seems as though the end is near. Is it? What does the Bible say? Are these
signs of the Second Coming? Are these events pointing to the soon return of Jesus Christ?
Fortunately, we don't have to guess. Jesus Himself told us how to recognize the general timeframe of
His return. When the disciples said, "Tell us the signs of your coming and the end of the age"
(Matthew 24:3), Jesus told them a number of things to look for. He then said, "When you see all these
things, you can know my return is near. I'm right at the door" (Matthew 24:33). He also said, "When all
these things begin to happen, look up for your salvation is near!" (Luke 21:28).
This means the #1 indication Jesus will return soon is all the signs appearing together. Both Jesus
and the prophets told us what signs to look for, and the appearance of just one is reason enough to
take notice. But the arrival of one sign after another demands your attention. It's the sign Jesus said
to look for. This convergence of signs is confirmation our generation will witness the Second Coming not according to me, but according to Jesus.
The Convergence of Signs
So what are these signs? Jesus and the prophets pointed to dozens and dozens of signs. This article
will only cite a few, but the reality of each one of these signs is undeniable. And their convergence
should convince you the return of the Lord is close at hand. These signs include:
Israel Back in the Land - God promised to bring the Jewish people back into the land of Israel before
He returned (Jeremiah 23:7-8). He said He would call them from "among the nations" (Ezekiel 39:28),
from "the farthest corners of the earth" (Isaiah 11:12), and from "north, south, east, and west" (Psalm
107:3). He promised to welcome them home from the lands where they were scattered (Ezekiel 20:34).
When they did, He promised to return and establish His everlasting kingdom (Isaiah 11:11-12).
The Jewish People in Control of Jerusalem - Jesus said armies would surround Jerusalem, destroy
the city, and enslaves its citizens. The Roman legions fulfilled this prophecy in A.D. 70. Jesus then said
people other than the Jewish people will control Jerusalem for a time, until the Jewish people once

again control Jerusalem. When they did, Jesus promised to return (Luke 21:24-28). Since 1967, the
Jewish people have controlled Jerusalem.
The Gospel Preached Throughout the World - When asked about the end of the age and the signs
of His coming, Jesus said to look for a very specific sign. He said the Gospel will be preached
throughout the entire world. Every nation will hear it. And then? And then, the end will come (Matthew
24:14). For centuries after the crucifixion, the Gospel was confined to a small area surrounding the
Mediterranean Sea.
In the past two centuries, Christians have brought the Gospel to every nation in the world. Today,
missionaries are in every nation. The Bible is translated in hundreds of languages, and the message of
Jesus is sent around the world by radio, TV, satellite, and the Internet. This generation is on the verge
of spreading the Gospel to every last person on earth.
An Increase in Travel and Knowledge - Six hundred years before Jesus, an angel gave Daniel a
special message. He said "travel and knowledge" will increase in the end times (Daniel 12:4). For
centuries of human history, dramatic gains in travel and knowledge did NOT take place. Yet the last
two hundred years have seen explosions in the speed and frequency of travel as well as the amount
and availability of knowledge.
Arrival of the Exponential Curve - Jesus said a variety of global signs will come before His return and
the end of the age. These signs will be spiritual, natural, societal, and political in nature. He said they
will appear in a distinct way - "like birth pains" (Matthew 24:3‐8). This means the frequency and intensity
of these signs will increase as we near His return. Our generation has seen the exponential increase
in war and famine Jesus said to look for. In the 20th Century alone, more people died from war and
famine than lived on the earth when Jesus spoke these words.
Israel Surrounded by Enemies - The Bible says enemies will surround Israel in the end times. Those
enemies will say "Come, let us wipe away the nation of Israel. Let's destroy the memory of its existence"
(Psalm 83:4) and "Let us take for ourselves these pasturelands of God" (Psalm 83:12). Ezekiel said
Israel's neighbors will say "God has given their land to us" (Ezekiel 11:14‐17), and "Israel and Judah
are ours. We will take possession of them. What do we care if their God is there?" (Ezekiel 35:10). Ever
since the rebirth of Israel in 1948, the daily headlines have included these Bible verses. Israel's Muslim
neighbors claim the land of Israel for themselves, and they have no regard for the God of Israel.
Israel's Exceedingly Great Army - Ezekiel said, in the end times, Israel will field "an exceedingly great
army" (Ezekiel 37:10). Zechariah said Israel will be like a fire among sheaves of grain, burning up the
neighboring nations (Zechariah 12:6) and even the weakest Israeli soldier will be like David (Zechariah
12:8). Since 1948, Israel has fought no less than four conventional wars against its neighbors. Despite
being outnumbered more than 50 to 1, Israel has achieved overwhelming victory every time.
Rise of the Gog of Magog Alliance - The Bible says a military alliance that includes Russia, Iran,
Turkey, and a number of Muslim nations will attack Israel "in the latter days" (Ezekiel 38:8) when God
brings His people home from among the enemy nations (Ezekiel 39:27). Today, we see those very
nations coming together for the first time - an alliance that has never existed in world history.
Rise of a United Europe - The Bible says a revived Roman Empire will come to power in the end times
(Daniel 2, Daniel 7, Revelation 17). According to Daniel, it will be a ten nation alliance of weak and
strong nations. Some parts will be as strong as iron, while other parts will be as weak as clay (Daniel
2:42). We see the beginning of this alliance in the European Union - a coalition of weak and strong
nations struggling to stay together.

The Rise of Global Government - The Bible says a single government will rule the world politically
(Revelation 13:7), religiously (Revelation 13:8), and economically (Revelation 13:16‐17) in the last
days. It will rule over "all people, tribes, and languages" on the face of the earth (Revelation 13:7). Its
authority will be so complete no one will be able to buy or sell anything without its permission
(Revelation 13:16‐17). For centuries, a true global government was impossible. Today, world leaders
openly discuss it.
Denial of the Signs - Almost two thousand years ago, Peter issued a warning. He said in the last days
people will mock the idea of Jesus returning. They will make fun of those who believe in the Second
Coming and say exactly what we hear today - things like, "I thought Jesus was coming back? What
happened to His promise? Generation after generation has said He's coming. Yet, since the beginning
of the world, everything has remained the same!" (2 Peter 3:3‐4).
The Hour is Late
Keep in mind, these signs haven't always been present. Generations of Christians lived and died
without witnessing any of these signs. For centuries of Christian history, none of these signs were
present. Today, they all are. Jesus said when you see these signs, you can know His return is near.
He's right at the door (Matthew 24:33). In fact, Jesus said the generation witnessing these signs will
not pass away before He returns (Matthew 24:34). So despite the skeptics and naysayers, Jesus is
coming, and ours is the generation that will witness His return. The convergence of all these signs
confirm it.
How many generations of Christians longed to see what we see? Yet, there's a strange silence in the
church. Why? The appearance of all these signs after centuries of waiting should motivate every
Christian on earth to make the most of what time we have left.
Jesus commanded us to watch for these signs (Matthew 24:42). He scolded the Pharisees and religious
leaders when they failed to recognize the signs of His first coming (Matthew 16:3). Will He do any
different for those who fail to recognize the signs of His second coming? Jesus warned us not to be
caught sleeping when He returns (Mark 13:36).
If you're a Christian, God expects you to point out these signs to others and warn them the end is near.
If the world ignores you, so be it. But if you recognize the signs of the times and don't tell others about
them, you're no different than a watchman who sees an invading army and doesn't sound the alarm. If
you fail in your role as watchman, God will hold you accountable for all those who perish (Ezekiel 33:16).
Have no doubt. The signs of His return are all around us. Jesus is coming. If you've been waiting to
share the Gospel with someone, don't wait one minute more. You may not have another opportunity.
The hour is late. The signs are present. Now is the season of His return.

Netanyahu: Any Gaza rocket fire will be met with ‘whole new
level of force’
PM says rules have changed, Israel to take much tougher stance against Hamas; Gantz sees urgent need
for diplomacy, peace built on ‘rubble’ of Hamas leaders’ homes
By TOI STAFF21 May 2021, 4:47 pm

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu vowed Friday that the current round of fighting with Hamas, which
appeared to end with an early morning ceasefire, would see a much tougher Israeli stance toward the
terror group, and that any future rocket fire from Gaza would be met with “a whole new level of force.”
He said Israel had achieved its military objectives in Gaza with “extraordinary” success.
Speaking together with Netanyahu and other security chiefs, Defense Minister Benny Gantz said the
truce created an opportunity for peace and it was now time for diplomacy to build a new reality “on the
rubble of the homes of the Hamas leaders.” Added Gantz: “If we don’t act diplomatically, quickly and
wisely,” this operation will go down as “simply another round of conflict to be followed by the next one.”
In a special statement from the Kirya military headquarters in Tel Aviv, the prime minister said that the
“rules of the game were changed” and there would now be no tolerance of any rocket fire from the Gaza
Strip.
“We changed the equation not only as regards to the operation but also as regards the future. If Hamas
thinks we will tolerate a ‘drizzle’ of rockets, it is mistaken,” the prime minister said, referring to the
sporadic fire often seen from Gaza between rounds of more major conflict in recent years.
“We will respond with a whole new level of force to every instance of aggression against the Gazaenvelope communities or anywhere else in Israel,” he said.
The prime minister also said that the success of the entire operation — including the thwarting of Hamas
drones and most rocket attacks, via an improved Iron Dome missile defense system, and countering
Hamas attempts to attack from the sea — meant that the terror group would be more careful in the
future about attacking Israel.
“Most of Hamas’s capabilities have been harmed — far more seriously than Hamas commanders
imagined. Hamas thought it could fire on Jerusalem and the cities of Israel, and we would just react
with business as usual,” the prime minister said. Netanyahu later issued an English-language
statement: The premier said that Israel fulfilled its objective to deal Hamas a “blow it cannot imagine”
by destroying the terror tunnel network it built in Gaza; the military turned it into a “death trap.”
Israel destroyed “a considerable proportion” of Hamas’s internal tunnel routes, its “metro,” in which
Hamas had invested vast resources, the prime minister said.
“We harmed more than 100 kilometers” of that network, and turned it into “a death trap for the terrorists,”
Netanyahu said. Netanyahu added that not everything regarding the outcome and impact of the Israeli

strikes is yet known to the public, or even to Hamas: “We did daring and innovative things, without
getting dragged into an unnecessary misadventure.”
Above ground, he said Israel killed over 200 terrorists, including 25 senior officials.
“And those who didn’t die, know today that we can reach them everywhere– above or below ground,”
the prime minister said, calling it “an achievement no military has ever achieved.” Hamas may be
bragging as it emerges from the tunnels, he said, “but they realize the destruction they brought upon
themselves inside Gaza… they know we set them back years.”
Netanyahu also alluded to the Israel Defense Forces’ controversial demolition of a Gaza tower where
numerous media agencies had offices, saying that none of the buildings that were struck were “innocent
buildings.”
Instead, he said they were “Hamas offices, Hamas command centers, Hamas weapons stores. We hit
rocket factories, weapons labs, weapons stores. And we did this with minimal harm to non-involved
civilians.”
The premier said the IDF made “extreme efforts” not to harm civilians, and that no other country in the
world takes such steps. He said that he did not order a ground operation in Gaza because he believed
it wasn’t necessary, and that although there will be criticism of that decision, it also prevented
unnecessary loss of life.
Netanyahu said he was sad for every civilian killed in the fighting. Israel caused maximum casualties
to the Hamas terror group while minimizing Israeli casualties, he said. Netanyahu also thanked US
President Joe Biden and said their six recent conversations were all friendly and warm, arguing that
alongside international criticism and pressure, including in the media, Israel also received remarkable
international support from dozens of countries and led successful diplomatic efforts with many global
leaders. Netanyahu said he had assured Biden that the operation would stop when its goals were
achieved, that Biden “understood this,” and that this is precisely what happened.
“Many in the world are capable of distinguishing between Israel, a democratic state that sanctifies life
and has the world’s most moral army, and a bloodthirsty terrorist organization that sanctifies death and
commits a double war crime: deliberately firing on [our] civilians while using their civilians as human
shields,” Netanyahu said.

There was increasing awareness during the violence that large numbers of people do not have shelters
or reinforced areas of their homes and do not have enough time to reach public shelters when they
hear a rocket alert siren. The premier also addressed the eruption of violence between Arabs and Jews
inside Israel.“We arrested 1,300 people and dealt with the rioters with a heavy hand,” he said, repeating
his demand that Arab leaders condemn the riots, claiming it was a “significant minority” within that
community.
“Nobody will take the law into their own hands — not Arabs and not Jews. Nobody. We are a lawabiding state. And we are one state… We will improve coexistence… so that all Israelis, without
exception, will be part of the astonishing success story of our country,” Netanyahu said.
A chance for peace
Meanwhile, Gantz said he hoped the ceasefire could herald the start of a new process aimed at
achieving long-term peace. Gantz reiterated that he believed Israel “surprised” the Hamas terror group
with the intensity of its response. “The job is done, but not completed,” he said.
“We achieved all our operational goals,” he said, and “set back the enemy by years.” But now that “the
military stage is over, it is time for diplomatic action.”
“On the rubble of the homes of the Hamas leaders and of over 100 kilometers of terror tunnels, we
must build a new reality,” he said. That “does not mean hasty deals, but long-term processes that will
weaken the extremists and strengthen and bring together moderates… There is a chance for peace.”
“We must condition development and reconstruction [in Gaza] not only on calm,” but also on the return
of soldiers’ bodies and civilians held hostage in Gaza, and on new moves to create “hope, growth and
moderation.” He called on Netanyahu to not “turn an unprecedented military victory into, heaven forbid,
a diplomatic missed opportunity,” saying the matter of the Strip should be strategically and
diplomatically dealt with for the long term.
IDF Chief of Staff Aviv Kohavi also addressed the nation, saying that the current operation ended with
“very different” results to previous flareups, and that Hamas “made a severe and grave mistake by
shooting toward Israel.” Kohavi, like Netanyahu and Gantz before him, also said the Palestinian terror
group was dealt a bigger blow than it anticipated.
“It didn’t read us correctly, and was faced with force it didn’t expect,” he said, adding that the military
“made major efforts not to harm civilians” despite Hamas operating in civilian areas. He said it was no

coincidence that Hamas rocket fire tailed off toward the end of the fighting, implying that the blow to
Hamas’s rocket launch capacity was extensive.
Shin Bet head Nadav Argaman also spoke, saying that the outcome of the operation could change the
reality of the conflict, “depending on what will happen from now on.” “The rules of the game have
changed, and what was is not what will be,” Argaman says. “The Hamas of before this conflict is nothing
like the Hamas of the day after.”

Are You Ready For The Everything Shortage?
For several months, many of my articles covered the global shortages
and coming shortages facing the worldwide economy. My articles
warned of food, chip, fuel, and commodity shortages. I also wrote about
inflation, crop failures, and scarcity of any goods that consumers may
need or want. Some readers may feel it was a bit like paranoia and
overkill at the time.
Guess what?
Main Stream Media now reveals my writings on global shortages are, in fact, accurate. Many articles found on
MSM corporate outlets report are now reporting on global shortages. In fact, those articles seem like I could have
written them.
One such article: "The World Economy Is Suddenly Running Low on Everything," by Brendan Murray, Enda
Curran, and Kim Chipman. This piece sums up many of the issues I've written about for several months, albeit
much later.
To start, Murray, Curran, and Chipman write:
A year ago, as the pandemic ravaged country after country and economies shuddered, consumers were the
ones panic-buying. Today, on the rebound, its companies are furiously trying to stock up.
Mattress producers to car manufacturers to aluminum foil makers are buying more material than they need to
survive the breakneck speed at which demand for goods is recovering and assuage that primal fear of running
out.
The frenzy is pushing supply chains to the brink of seizing up. Shortages, transportation bottlenecks, and price
spikes are nearing the highest levels in recent memory, raising concern that a supercharged global economy will
stoke inflation.
But, wait, there are MORE global shortages to report
The writers also mention the global shortages of raw materials, crops, and other essential commodities. The
effect of the current supply disruptions is seen not just on the economy but also daily life.
They write:
Copper, iron ore, and steel. Corn, coffee, wheat, and soybeans. Lumber, semiconductors, plastic, and cardboard
for packaging. The world is seemingly low on all of it. "You name it, and we have a shortage on it," Tom
Linebarger, chairman, and chief executive of engine and generator manufacturer Cummins Inc., said on a call

this month. Clients are "trying to get everything they can because they see high demand," Jennifer Rumsey, the
Columbus, Indiana-based company's president, said. "They think it's going to extend into next year."
The difference between the big crunch of 2021 and past supply disruptions is the sheer magnitude of it and the
fact that there is -- as far as anyone can tell -- no clear end in sight. Big or small, few businesses are spared.
There are other exacerbating issues. Here are just a few examples:
The backup of global shipping in the Suez Canal
Drought
Floods
Straight-line winds
Fires
Deep freezes
Rolling blackouts
Of course, we have to mention COVID-19 economic damage. This prompted governments worldwide to engage
in medieval-like tyranny levels and launch wars against their economies.
Don't expect global shortages and price spikes to end any time soon
Take a look at the US economic indicator known as the Logistics Managers' Index, a gauge built on a monthly
survey of corporate supply chiefs. Information collected reveals where they foresee transportation, warehouse
expenses, and inventory. The current index is at the second-highest level in records dating back to 2016. Nor
does the index show any respite in the next year.
"You bring all of these factors in, and it's an environment that's ripe for significant inflation, with limited levers"
[for monetary authorities to pull], said David Landau, chief product officer at BluJay Solutions, a U.K.-based
logistics software, and services provider.
Food prices are rising dramatically too. A United Nations gauge of world food costs climbed for the 11th straight
month in April, the highest rise in seven years. Mismanagement of agricultural commodities in the US, weather
issues, and a "crop-buying spree" in China led to more continuous price spikes than seen in over a decade.
Global shortages, price spikes, mismanagement, and more are all part of a "plan"
The economic crisis (and it is a crisis) is not simply a matter of corruption or short-sighted politicians. The fact is
this is one step of many in an agenda that hatched long ago. It is a plan in which the bottom 99% of the world's
population lives under a complete tyranny with virtually no comforts.
Their basic needs met by a government-controlled UBI payment controlled by cashless credits that can be cut
off at the first sign of dissent.
This is what the Great Reset is all about. The failures of Free Trade combined with the coming Great Reset will
make humanity wish they had given their all to defend their freedom.
We still have the chance to do so. Instead of sheepishly giving away our freedom out of fear and conformity, it's
time to step up.

